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Take Your Practice  
to a Higher Level

Pre-order DSN Cloud now. 
Visit DSN.com or call  
(800) 366-1197

About DSN
DSN Software is a privately-held software development company  
that engineers distinct practice management software solutions for today’s 
most advanced dental practices and dental specialty practices. Each of 
DSN’s practice management software solutions integrates perfectly with  
the leading technology providers in their respective fields. 

The world’s first and 
only comprehensive 
cloud-based software 
and imaging solution 
for oral surgery 
practices.



Join Us 
in the Cloud

Practice Success, 
Elevated
DSN Cloud allows you to focus on the work  
you do best: creating outstanding patient  
experiences and outcomes. Ideal for practices  
of any size, from single-location surgeons to  
large groups with multiple locations.

Our powerful practice management features are now available in  
one seamless solution customizable to your workflow:

Complete Electronic Medical Records—Create and store patient  
records with ease. Generate letters and clinical notes instantly from  
unlimited customizable EMR templates. The clinical notes include  
comprehensive anesthesia and IV medication records and integrate with 
the largest selection of vitals monitors in the market. Within DSN’s EMR 
module, view all historical patient records, letters, images, and identify  
potential drug interactions with full Lexicomp integration.

Advanced Implant Inventory & Management—Quickly scan implants  
in and out of inventory. Link them to the patient record for seamless  
treatment planning from top to bottom. 

Detailed Referral Tracking & Reporting—Referral tracking and analyses 
produce more efficient collaboration between offices. Leverage powerful 
data to maximize your referral base and provide seamless treatment  
between offices.

Simplified Scheduling—From easy-to-use templates to customizable 
quick views and more, tracking your production scheduling has  
never been easier! 

Full Scope E-Services—Take advantage of our entire suite of E-Services, 
including E-Reminders, E-Claims, E-Statements, E-Prescriptions, email 
encryption, online patient registration, and more. 

True Practice Connectivity & Flexibility
The ultimate platform for single and multi-location practices, your entire team  
can leverage the power of DSN from any location and any time. Streamline your  
workflow with unlimited cloud storage, seamless compatibility, advanced  
imaging features, and easy file sharing.

Access to the Best Technology
Our cloud-based software updates automatically, so you are always benefiting  
from the latest platform enhancements every time you log in. With industry-leading  
uptime, your practice will always be running at the highest level of performance.  
Streamline your workflow and increase your savings by keeping all of your  
services in DSN Cloud.

Complete Data Protection & HIPAA Compliance
We keep patient and financial information secure and have partnered with  
the industry leader in cybersecurity to ensure your data is safe. We perform  
continuous backup protection, security audits, and third-party intrusion detection.

Optimized Onboarding & Management
Transitioning to the Cloud is easy when you work with the highest-rated  
customer care team in the industry. Throughout our smooth setup process,  
you enjoy top-level customer support and training from our reliable  
team of experts. 

DSN Cloud Imaging 
Get the Picture—Anywhere
Free yourself from the limitations of traditional hosted 
or closed-architecture imaging software. Easily view and  
share images anytime, anywhere—without data caps. 

•  Load and share images including CBCT in seconds, 24/7 from anywhere 
in the world

•  Real-time CBCT imaging manipulation including 3D rendering

•  Share images quickly and easily via encrypted email or secure login for 
referring doctors with complete cloud 3D enhancement capabilities

•  Eliminate physical discs and multiple imaging programs to streamline 
your workflow

•  Reduce your IT expenses and difficulty associated with on-site servers

•  Integrated with the widest range of imaging brands in the industry


